App of the Day: Beeline Reader
Learn the signs of LD
Learn the signs of an adult learning disability
Mental Health Tip: Connect with Nature this Week!
Join our webinar on advocating for your child in school!

App of the Day: Mindful Powers
View LDA's parent resources
Hear our podcast episode: "How Do I Manage Them, Me, and Their LD?"

App of the Day: Grammarly
View LDA's educator resources
Read: "The Hybrid Teacher: Hope for Students with LD in the Gen Ed Classroom"

App of the Day: Prizmo
View LDA's adult resources
Listen to our podcast episode: "Learning to Self-Advocate"

App of the Day: BookShare
Subscribe to The LDA Podcast on Apple Podcasts, Spotify, and Google Podcasts!

App of the Day: A+ Spelling Test
Follow the Healthy Children Project on Facebook and Twitter!